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It's the old Hardy boys vs the acting wrestlers hardy boys.
For good ol jamie.
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1 - Puppie fight

at Jamie's house.

Matty:So Jamie ever thought of having babys.

Jamie:Oh yeah.

Then the door bell just rang then Matty open the the door and saw a stork.

Stork:I heard you two want a baby.

Matty:Yeah but... Brendan quit Matty and lets make the baby the adult way. 

Brendan:I won't call you Matty but I won't let you do it.

Stork:I'll bring you your baby tommorow.

Matt:Nick going Brendan.

Brendan:I don't like you any way.

Jamie:Oh boy were having a baby.

Matt:Oh man I really...

Brendan:don't even.

 



2 - Rock the crouch ouch

And storks inc.

The manager of the stork:Oh no Oh no this is not good.

Matt:Whats the matter? 

The Manager of the stork:some one stole your baby.

Matt:what?!?  

Jeff:*Sob*whe stole the baby.

Matt:Jeff that wouldn't make any sense.

Jeff:Read this letter.

Matt:Wowie thats a big W and a Q.

Jeff:and read this Note.

Matt:Man You need big insturment to play this.

Jeff:and read this paper. 

The paper says if your want to see Yor baby again then divorce your girl friend. singed by the hardy
boys.

Matt:The old hardy boys. 

Jeff:Rip all of their books.

Matt:Jeff you idiot they even stole the baby.

Jeff:but the title.

Matt:yeah your right  lets rip the books.

 5 hours later.

Matt: there thats every singal book.

Stork:My bad heres baby.



Matt:then whats with the Paper.

Stork: I was waisting your time. 

Matt: Jeff hand me the the chain saw.

stork:NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
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